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Pedro Meylan, Bust of Ferdinand Hodler, 1916.
Patinated plaster, height: 48 cm.
Geneva, Ferdinand Hodler Institute, long-term loan from a private collection.
© Institut Ferdinand Hodler / Pierre Montavon.
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Ferdinand Hodler’s painting materials.
Geneva, Ferdinand Hodler Institute, Jura Brüschweiler Archives.
© Institut Ferdinand Hodler / Pierre Montavon.

THE FERDINAND HODLER INSTITUTE

The Ferdinand Hodler Institute was founded to bring together the
necessary resources and skills to study and promote the work of the
Swiss painter Ferdinand Hodler (Bern 1853-1918, Geneva), who was a
major national and European artist of his time.
The Institute was created gradually, following the death of art
historian Jura Brüschweiler (1927-2013), one of the most eminent
experts on the painter. From 2014 to 2021, it was known as the Jura
Brüschweiler Archives and its main purpose was to catalogue, preserve
and study the vast body of documentation gathered by the researcher
over the course of his work. After completing the inventory and
digitisation of its collections as well as carrying out several exhibition
and publication projects in the context of the centennial aniversary of
Ferdinand Hodler’s death in 2018, the Jura Brüschweiler Archives,
now recognised as the reference institution on the painter, changed
its statutes and missions on 19 May 2021, to become the Ferdinand
Hodler Institute.
The aim of this new initiative is to preserve and study not only the
Jura Brüschweiler Archives, but the entire body of knowledge about the
Swiss painter and to ensure that the documentation of his work is as
easily accessible as possible. The Ferdinand Hodler Institute intends to
continue to expand its publishing activities, organise exhibitions in partnership with museums in Switzerland and abroad and promote the next
generation of modern Swiss art historians.
As a non-profit organisation recognised by the Republic and Canton
of Geneva, the Ferdinand Hodler Institute adopts the ethical values of
the International Council of Museums (ICOM), which are the foundation for the daily work of its staff. With the aim of preserving the environment and perpetuating the know-how of the book trade, the I nstitute
encourages the development of a circular economy and synergies at
local, regional and national levels. Since 2021, most of the F
 erdinand
Hodler Institute’s publications have been produced in Switzerland and
bear the Swiss Made® label.
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ARCHIVES AND COLLECTION

The Ferdinand Hodler Institute’s main task is to preserve, study and
promote its entire archive dedicated to Ferdinand Hodler and his time.
The bulk of this collection is currently made up of the archives collected
by the art historian Jura Brüschweiler from Hodler’s estate and his
entourage, which his family loaned to the Ferdinand Hodler Institute.
This vast collection, which to date comprises of more than 85,000
objects, includes letters, manuscripts, official documents (passports,
contracts, etc.), sketches, photographs, as well as furniture and objects
from Ferdinand Hodler’s flat and studio. In addition to these archival
collections, the documentation consists of photomechanical or digital
copies of Hodler’s papers held in other museums, institutes, libraries
and archives in Switzerland and abroad. Jura Brüschweiler’s library,
which is largely made up of old and recent works on Hodler, also covers
a number of art-historical themes (Swiss art, artists’ writings, artists’
notebooks, etc.), and is also conserved at the Ferdinand Hodler Institute
and is available for consultation by researchers. It is supplemented by
the systematic acquisition of any new publications that relate in any
way to the artist’s life and work.
The archives and documentation form the largest collection of
resources on Ferdinand Hodler. Both continue to grow each year,

thanks to the research by our staff and by new acquisitions through
donations or purchases at public auction, galleries or by private treaty.
The Ferdinand Hodler Institute has thus positioned itself as the epicentre for documentation and expertise on the Swiss painter.

The Ferdinand Hodler Institute at a Glance
Tasks
• To preserve its archives on Ferdinand Hodler, in particular the archives
and library of Jura Brüschweiler
• To collect and maintain the most comprehensive documentation possible on
Ferdinand Hodler and his time
• To produce or collaborate on exhibition projects with museums in Switzerland
and abroad
• To publish works in partnership with both Swiss and foreign publishers
• To carry out or encourage public engagement programmes on Ferdinand Hodler
Archive Holdings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ferdinand Hodler collection (letters, notes, photographs, furniture)
Hector Hodler collection (letters, photographs, drawings, notebooks)
Barthélemy Menn collection (letters, manuscripts, photographs)
Daniel Baud-Bovy collection (letters, manuscripts, notebooks)
Jura Brüschweiler collection (correspondence, expert reports, files)
James Juillerat collection (manuscripts, scores, press cuttings)
Swiss Art collection (letters, notes, photographs)

Collection of works (selection)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ferdinand Hodler
Cuno Amiet
Maurice Baud
Hans Berger
Alexandre Calame
Albrecht Dürer

•
•
•
•
•
•

Karl Hänny
Édouard Jeanmaire
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
Barthélemy Menn
Marc Odier
Emil Orlik

•
•
•
•
•
•

Albert Schmidt
Carlos Schwabe
Albert Trachsel
Traugott Senn
Édouard Vallet
Otto Vautier

Library
• Research materials on Hodler (copies of documents)
• Jura Brüschweiler Library
• Photo library of paintings and drawings by Ferdinand Hodler (ektachromes and HD)
Team and Projects
•
•
•
•
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7 staff members
1-3 publications per year
1-2 exhibitions per year
2-4 research partnerships per year
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RESEARCH INITIATIVES

Publication of Ferdinand Hodler’s Correspondence (2016-2023)

Initiated in 2016, the publication of Ferdinand Hodler’s correspondence scheduled for spring 2023 in five large volumes, is based on more
than twenty years of research by Jura Brüschweiler and follows several
attempts to carry out this fundamental project for the study of the
painter. By producing an annotated edition, the Institute aims to bring
to both the public and research community’s attention a vast corpus of
primarily unpublished documents, which will shed new vital biographical and historical light on the study of the Swiss artist.

Study and conditioning of documents during the inventory campaign.
© Institut Ferdinand Hodler / Pierre Montavon.

Putting the Collections Online (2022-2025)

The Ferdinand Hodler Institute aims to provide free and easy access
to researchers, students and the general public, to all of its collections
of works and documents as well as to the main digital resources on
Ferdinand Hodler. The project aims to establish an editorial concept
for quality publications, to develop the technical means necessary for
an online publication, as well as to clarify the disclosure and copyright
information for each document. This is a further decisive step towards
the digital access of resources on Ferdinand Hodler, to which the catalogue raisonné produced by the Swiss Institute for the Study of Art, also
available online, paved the way.
Catalogue Raisonné of the Artist’s Works on Paper (2023-2031)

Following the online publication of the collections, the Ferdinand
Hodler Institute plans to catalogue the works on paper of the painter,
estimated at between 15,000 and 18,000 pieces (including notebooks),
in the form of an online database and a limited print run. This longterm project, planned over two four-year periods, will employ several
full-time researchers. It will be carried out in close collaboration with
the museums that hold important collections of drawings by the artist.
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PUBLISHING PROGRAMME

TITLES FROM THE “ HODLERIANA ” COLLECTION

By publishing studies, essays, exhibition catalogues, doctoral theses,
albums, period testimonies and other often unpublished sources, the
Ferdinand Hodler Institute’s publishing programme aims to reach a
wide audience through three collections, published in partnership with
Notari in Geneva. Its aim is to maintain and expand knowledge of the
painter’s life and work, as well as of the Swiss and European art of
his time. Since 2021, these books have been designed, produced and
manufactured entirely in Switzerland in accordance with the Swiss

Made® label. Non french books are published in collaboration with
other partners, such as Hirmer in Munich or Hatje Cantz in Berlin.
“Hodleriana” Collection
Available in two formats and richly illustrated, the "Hodleriana" collection has been
publishing sources (writings, correspondence), monographs and exhibition catalogues on Ferdinand Hodler since 2016.
“Era hodleriana” Collection
This collection, inaugurated in 2021 with a book on the Swiss painter Max Buri,
offers richly illustrated monographs (exhibition catalogues, biographies, etc.) of
members of the Belle Époque artistic circles who had a link with Ferdinand Hodler.
Upcoming titles:

Jura Brüschweiler
Hodler érotique

Diana Blome and Niklaus Manuel Güdel
Ferdinand Hodler. Écrits esthétiques

Niklaus Manuel Güdel (ed.)
Ferdinand Hodler. Documents inédits

160 pages / 124 illustrations / 24 × 18 cm
ISBN 978-2-9701150-1-4
Published in November 2016

408 pages / 137 illustrations / 24 × 18 cm
ISBN 978-2-9701150-0-7
Published in August 2017

480 pages / 435 illustrations / 28 × 32 cm
ISBN 978-2-940617-31-9
Published in October 2018

Anne-Sophie Poirot (ed.), Max Buri, autumn 2021
Marine Englert and Niklaus M. Güdel (eds.), Charles L’Eplattenier. Pastels, 2022
“Hodler en poche” Collection
This pocket-sized collection, launched in 2021, publishes texts (testimonies,
lectures and short essays) on Ferdinand Hodler and his time. It allows for the reprinting of old texts that are difficult to access and more recent writings in a format
geared more towards the general public. Works slated to be published:
Albert Trachsel, Mes souvenirs sur Ferdinand Hodler, autumn 2021
Willy Russ, Écrits sur Ferdinand Hodler, 2022
Non-collection publications
In the context of partnerships with other cultural institutions, the Ferdinand Hodler
Institute publishes and collaborates on non-collection publications, such as the
exhibition catalogue Ferdinand Hodler et le Léman, produced by the Institute with
Hatje Cantz in Berlin and published in both French and German.
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Diana Blome and Niklaus Manuel Güdel (eds.)
Courbet / Hodler. Une rencontre

Marine Englert (ed.)
Hector Hodler. Une posture pacifiste /
Pacisma sinteno

Diana Blome
Ferdinand Hodler – Was die Blumen sagen

256 pages / 166 illustrations / 28 × 32 cm
ISBN 978-2-940617-35-7
Published in October 2019

232 pages / 46 illustrations / 24 × 18 cm
ISBN 978-2-940617-38-8
Published in December 2020

448 pages / 254 illustrations / 24 × 18 cm
ISBN 978-3-7774-3653-1
Published in March 2021
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CURATING OF EXHIBITIONS

The Ferdinand Hodler Institute has developed specialist skills in exhibition production and curating. Whether on its own initiative or at the request of museums, we can conceive, plan and implement a tailor-made
project, adapted to a particular place or theme. We can organise the
entire event, take charge of writing and publishing a catalogue and even
develop an adapted public engagement programme. The team offers
quality services, adapted to all audiences, in order to make Ferdinand
Hodler’s work shine.
Recent Exhibitions
Courbet/Hodler. Une rencontre
Musée Gustave Courbet, Ornans, 2019
As part of the bicentenary celebrations for Gustave Courbet’s birth, the Ferdinand
Hodler Institute joined forces with the Musée Gustave Courbet to highlight the
importance of the French master in the Swiss painter’s training. At the same time,
it was an opportunity to present Hodler’s paintings to a French public that may have
had a limited knowledge of the artist.
Ferdinand Hodler. Documents inédits
Fondation Martin Bodmer, Cologny, 2018-2019
Musée jurassien d’art et d’histoire, Delémont, 2019
Around one hundred manuscripts, photographs, sketches and objects from the
Jura Brüschweiler Archives were presented to the public for the first time on this
occasion. The exhibition offered a fresh look at little-known aspects of Ferdinand
Hodler’s life and work, while at the same time honouring the formidable collection
Jura Brüschweiler built.
Hodler et le Léman. Chefs-d’œuvre de collections privées suisses
Musée d’art de Pully, 2018
The first exhibition entirely dedicated to Ferdinand Hodler’s paintings of Lake
Geneva, the exhibition co-produced by our institution brought together more than
fifty masterpieces from private collections, including several paintings that had not
been exhibited publicly in nearly fifty years, if not more.

View of the exhibition Hodler et le Léman. Chefs-d’œuvre de collections privées suisses
at the Musée d’art de Pully, 2018.
© Institut Ferdinand Hodler / Damien Berney.
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE,
PROJECT SUPPORT AND LOANS

Assisting with Research and Projects

On request, the Ferdinand Hodler Institute provides support for
exhibition, publication and cultural engagement projects relating to
the artist’s life and work. We can develop content, conduct archival
research, gather the documentary material necessary for the design
of a project and provide high-resolution images for cultural and
educational purposes.
Recent Research Partnerships
Ferdinand Hodler und die Berliner Moderne (catalogue)
Berlinische Galerie, Berlin (10.09.2021 – 17.01.2022)
Ferdinand Hodler. Ma vie d’artiste (comic strip by Derib)
AS’Créations, Montreux (2018)
Ferdinand Hodler. Wahlverwandtschaften von Klimt bis Schiele (exhibition)
Leopold Museum, Vienna (13.10.2017 – 22.01.2018)

Loans from the Collection

The Ferdinand Hodler Institute lends works, documents and objects
from its collections for a limited period of time to temporary exhibitions open to the public in Switzerland and abroad. The Institute can
also assist in finding works held in private collections.
Recent Loans
Hodler, Klimt und die Wiener Werkstätte
Kunsthaus, Zurich (21.05 – 29.08.2021)
Spitteler en Suisse romande. Un point de vue neuvevillois
Musée d’art et d’histoire, La Neuveville (13.04 – 27.10.2019)
Uniques. Cahiers écrits, dessinés, inimprimés
Fondation Martin Bodmer, Cologny (20.10.2018 – 25.08.2019)
Hodler. Influences et postérité
Musée d’art et d’histoire, Geneva (28.09.2018 – 05.01.2019)
View of the exhibition Ferdinand Hodler. Wahlverwandtschaften von Klimt bis Schiele
at the Leopold Museum in Vienna, 2017-2018.
© Institut Ferdinand Hodler / Pierre Montavon.
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ACADEMIC COLLABORATIONS

Research Project

The Institute of Communication Sciences of the University of Basel and
the Digital Humanities Lab asked the Ferdinand Hodler Institute to
contribute to the formal identification of the painter in a film made
on 16 May 1896 by François-Henri Lavanchy-Clarke, one of the first
licensees of the Lumière house. Following a long analysis and archival
research, the group of Swiss artists visiting the Swiss Village was identified, and among them was Ferdinand Hodler. This discovery led to a
major press campaign and has been included in several exhibitions and
publications.
Academic Teaching

The expertise of the Ferdinand Hodler Institute’s staff enables it to
offer specialised academic teaching on subjects related to Ferdinand
Hodler’s work. For example, the Institute’s Curator has led a Master’s
seminar on Hodler at the Humboldt Universität zu Berlin during the
2021 spring semester, while the Director guest lectured at a Master’s
seminar at the University of Lausanne in 2018 spring.
Colloquia and Conferences

The staff of the Ferdinand Hodler Institute regularly participate in
colloquia and conferences. In particular, the Curator moderated the
Hodler Centennial Colloquium organised by the Swiss Institute for
the Study of Art at the Kunstmuseum in Bern, while the Director took
part in the Restoration-Conservation Study Days at the Musée d’art et
d’histoire in Geneva, which were dedicated to the Swiss painter in 2018.
Our Institute is also preparing a major symposium on the theme of
Hodler the Letter Writer, to be held in Geneva in March 2023, in conjunction with the publication of the Swiss painter’s correspondence and
his 170th birthday.

Film Still from : Lumière 312: Fête au village, 16 May 1896, photogram 329.
© Institut Lumière, Lyon.
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CULTURAL PROGRAMMES

Lectures and Guided Tours

With the intention of disseminating and exchanging information, the
Ferdinand Hodler Institute develops public lectures and guided tours
to accompany the exhibitions in which it collaborates. Complete
programmes have been offered to the Martin Bodmer Foundation in
Geneva (2018-2019), the Musée Gustave Courbet in Ornans (2019)
and the Musée jurassien d’art et d’histoire in Delémont (2019).
Events

Specific events are organised from time to time to share and revive the
Hodlerian legacy. In 2019, the Ferdinand Hodler Institute teamed up
with the accordionist Viviane Chassot, who played with Ferdinand
Hodler’s accordion during a lecture-recital that was much appreciated
by the public.
Digital Outreach

The use of digital technologies is one aspect of public engagement that
the Ferdinand Hodler Institute is seeking to develop in order to make
the painter’s work accessible to new audiences. For example, it has collaborated with Radio Télévision Suisse (RTS) to produce an immersive
experience for The Woodcutter and The Night, two emblematic paintings by the artist, using virtual reality. The headsets for these experiences
are available to museums and cultural institutions who wish to share it
with their audiences.
Hosting Researchers and Promoting Young Researchers

The Ferdinand Hodler Institute regularly welcomes researchers from
all walks of life and supports them in their search for documentation,
whether they are students, doctoral candidates or established art historians. In order to encourage the next generation of modern Swiss art
historians, we welcome trainees on a permanent basis and encourage
them to continue their studies.
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Diana Blome giving a guided tour during the opening of the exhibition Courbet/Hodler. Une rencontre
at the Musée Gustave Courbet in Ornans, October 2019.
© Musée Gustave Courbet, Ornans.
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DIRECTOR AND CURATOR
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Niklaus Manuel Güdel, Dr. phil. cand. – Director

Diana Blome, Dr. phil. – Curator

Art historian and curator, Niklaus Manuel Güdel studied at the Universities of Basel and Neuchâtel. From 2009 to 2014, he edited the journal
Les Lettres et les Arts. Cahiers suisses de critique littéraire et artistique,
of which he was a founder. Since 2015, he has been the director of the
Jura Brüschweiler Archives, which has now been transformed into the
Ferdinand Hodler Institute.
A specialist in Ferdinand Hodler and Gustave Courbet, he is the
author of numerous exhibitions and publications on both artists.
In particular, he produced the first edition of La Mission de l’artiste
(Notari, 2014), a lecture given by Ferdinand Hodler in 1897, and,
with Diana Blome, edited the artist’s aesthetic writings (Notari, 2017).
Together with Diana Blome, he is editing the complete correspondence
of Ferdinand Hodler (Notari, forthcoming 2023). As President of the
Swiss Society for the Study of Gustave Courbet, he has also led the
project to re-evaluate the French painter’s works on paper (Les Cahiers
dessinés, 2019) and published a survey of his landscapes (Les presses du
réel, 2019). As an exhibition curator, he has collaborated with several
museums in Switzerland and Europe, in particular the Musée Jenisch in
Vevey (2019), the Fondation Martin Bodmer in Geneva (2018) and the
Leopold Museum in Vienna (2017).
Niklaus Manuel Güdel is preparing a doctoral thesis at the University of Lausanne on Hodler’s opinions on the Italian Primitives, and
Giotto in particular.

Art historian and curator, Diana Blome studied at the Universities of
Basel and Paris IV-Sorbonne. Between 2010 and 2012 she worked
for the Impressionist and Modern Art Departement at Sotheby’s
(New York), the Peggy Guggenheim Collection (Venice) and the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum (New York).
She was research assistant at the Jura Brüschweiler Archive
from 2016 to 2021, before being promoted to curator when it was
transformed into the Ferdinand Hodler Institute. She is the author of
numerous publications on Ferdinand Hodler, including the edition of
the painter’s aesthetic writings, published with Niklaus Manuel Güdel
(Notari, 2017). Together with Niklaus Manuel Güdel, she is editing the
artist’s complete correspondence (Notari, forthcoming 2023). As an
exhibition curator, she has, among other things, produced the exhibition
Ferdinand Hodler et le Léman at the Musée d’art de Pully (2018) with
Laurent Langer and Niklaus Manuel Güdel, as well as the exhibition
Courbet/Hodler at the Musée Gustave Courbet in Ornans (2019).
In 2020, Diana Blome defended her doctoral thesis on the function
of florality in Ferdinand Hodler’s work at the Humboldt Universität
zu Berlin (Ferdinand Hodler – Was die Blumen sagen, Hirmer, 2021).
During the spring semester of 2021, she taught a Master’s seminar at
the same university. Diana Blome also provides cultural programming
in the form of specialized tours at the Fondation Beyeler (Riehen).

Contact
niklaus.manuel.gudel@institut-hodler.ch
+41 (0)32 422 41 02

Contact
diana.blome@institut-hodler.ch
+41 (0)32 422 41 06
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Letters between Ferdinand Hodler and Félix Vibert
and press clippings from the Félix Vibert papers, acquired in 2018.
© Institut Ferdinand Hodler / Pierre Montavon.
The project to transform the Jura Brüschweiler Archives into the
Ferdinand Hodler Institute was made possible by the support of the
Republic and Canton of Geneva and the Federal Office of Culture

www.institut-hodler.ch
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